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    WELCOME TO OUR WEBSITE!

    








    

    
    
        
        Short Introduction 
        
                          Welcome to Arrow International, a beacon of hope and opportunity nestled in the heart of Kathmandu, Nepal. Since 2008, weâ€™ve been a steadfast guide for Nepalese students, helping them navigate the vast world of global education. Our mission is simple yet profound: to empower students to find their perfect educational and career pathways on the global stage. Weâ€™re not just consultants; weâ€™re dream igniters and aspiration nurturers. A Decade of Dedication: Over a decade, weâ€™ve been the guiding star for countless ambitious students, helping them realize their dreams of studying abroad. Our unwavering commitment to their success has been recognized by the Ministry of Education, a testament to our dedication to quality education and our integrity. A Trusted Partner: Weâ€™re… 
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                Abroad Study
Opportunities in different European countries.
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                Test Preperation
 Helps to increase student's performance. 
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                Counselling
 Proper counselling service  provided.
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Submit Online Application Form 
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    ABROAD STUDY 
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          Message From MD
     
             [image: ]
                Ramesh C. Bhattarai

                Managing Director

            

            
                Welcome to Arrow International, Connecting Dreams to Opportunities! As you read this, I hope you will discover more about us, our qualities, and expertise that make our organization an exceptional partner for numerous renowned colleges and universities from around the world. Since our establishment, we have been dedicated to aiding…    
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                        Tips For English Proficiency Test (IELTS and PTE)

                         03 Apr 2024
                        Generally, what happens in a school life is we go to school because we fear of the teachers and parents but we…
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     Visa Success Stories
     
    
        
            	
                        [image: ]Sudip Pokhrel 
United Kingdom


                        Arrow International played a crucial role in securing my UK study visa effortlessly. Their unwavering support and guidance were instrumental, ensuring I had all required documents and a clear understanding of the process. Thanks to Arrow, my spouse and I, are on the path to realizing our UK dreams together. Gratitude to Arrow for their exceptional assistance!


 VIEW ALL 

                    
	
                        [image: ]Manisha Bhattarai 
De Montfort University - United Kingdom


                        Arrow International made my UK study visa application a breeze. Their expert guidance was priceless, ensuring I had all the necessary documents and a thorough grasp of the prerequisites. With their unwavering support, I’m now on track to fulfill my UK dreams. Grateful for Arrow’s assistance!


 VIEW ALL 

                    
	
                        [image: ]Unisha Gotame 
King's Own Institute - Australia


                        Arrow International Education Consultancy was instrumental in my visa approval. Their exceptional support and guidance during the application process made all the difference. I owe my successful journey of studying abroad to their dedicated team. I wholeheartedly recommend their services!


 VIEW ALL 

                    
	
                        [image: ]Subodh Kumar Mishra 
Australia


                        Arrow International played a pivotal role in our journey to study abroad together. Their dedicated team provided invaluable support, from university selection to visa processing. We’re grateful for their expertise, which allowed us to embark on this academic adventure side by side. Thank you, Arrow International!
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La Trobe University - Australia


                        Arrow International made our dream of studying abroad as a married couple a reality. Their expert guidance and meticulous visa assistance ensured a smooth journey. We’re now pursuing our dreams and building a brighter future together, thanks to Arrow International’s unwavering support.
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Kingâ€™s Own Institute - Australia


                        Arrow International made my Australia study visa journey a breeze! Their expert guidance, from university selection to visa documentation, was invaluable. They made the complex process seamless, and now I’m on my way to realizing my dream of studying in Australia. Thanks, Arrow International!
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UK


                        I am thrilled to share that with the invaluable assistance of Arrow International, my family’s visitor visa for the UK was approved! Their meticulous guidance and support made the application process smooth. A heartfelt thank you to the entire team for helping us reunite with our loved ones.
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UK


                        I’m thrilled to share my success in securing a UK study visa, thanks to Arrow International. Their expertise, guidance, and meticulous approach made the entire process smooth and stress-free. I’m excited about this new chapter in my life and grateful for Arrow’s support in turning my dream into reality!
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                        [image: ]Kritina Raghubanshi 
UK


                        Arrow International made my UK study visa journey a breeze! Their expert guidance, from university selection to visa documentation, was invaluable. They made the complex process seamless, and now I’m on my way to realizing my dream of studying in the UK. Thanks, Arrow International!
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                        [image: ]Sourav Singh Pela 
UK


                        Arrow International played a pivotal role in making my UK study dream come true. Their expert guidance and meticulous support through the visa application process were invaluable. I’m now ready to embark on a transformative academic journey. Highly recommended! Thank you again for your support Arrow International.
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